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Eno with the legendary engineer Conny
Plank in 1977. Its beautiful glassy sound,
advanced use of synthesizers, and
electronic rhythm caused quite a stir
outside Germany at the time.

"It was a very impressive meeting with
Eno, because he brought a lot of organi-
zation to our music," says Roedelius of
their association. "l am still very chaotic
and could never be as organized as he is.
When he was in the studio with us he
worked 24 hours a day, always working,
always thinking and doing and organizing
and structuring and talking, always in the
middle of the matter. That was
astonishing to me because I like to live
and go out and walk and smoke and

drink a bit while I'm working, things he
never did at the time. He worked and
worked and worked hard. I took a bit of
that discipline because it's necessary if
one is to stay in focus."

hough Cluster continued for an.
other three albums, Roedelius
embarked on a solo career in 1978
wtth Through Ifte Deserf. Two

,years in the making with Conny
Plank at the controls. this LP

introduced the serene keyboard/piano
Roedelius sound. He later worked with
synthesist Peter Baumannfor Jardin Au
Feu (1979) and produced three SeJf
Portrait LPs for Sky between then and

1980 from a home studio based in a forest
in Hameln. In character they resembled
the strong electronic music of the Eno pe-
riod. A move to Austria then produced a
brace of recordings done in Vienna,
including a Roedelius favorite, Open
Doors (198 l), which fully explored syn-
thesi,zed sound.

Roedelius recounts his interest in
synthesizers: "My first synth was bought
in 1979, it was a Korg M2O. But I quickly
tired of it, because in order to generate
nice sounds I had to go through lots of
bad ones. Fortunately I gained support
from the Alban Berg Endowment fund in
I980 and was then able to buy a real
instrument, a grand piano. Synthesizers,
though. are hardly used in my music.
Sometimes, on the older recordings, the
odd sound was added to create texture or
a mood, with Conny Plank doing the
programming."

When he went to Austria, Roedelius
had to find technical associates up to the
standards of Conny Plank and Holger
Czukay. Both Eric Spitzer at the Hit Box
Studio in Vienna and Mick Tappeser at
Studio Spinnerai were to provide the nec-
essary assistance. "Tappeser is also an
avant-garde musician, and his studio is
quite near to my home in Blumau, so I
still go there to do some things." A home
studio was built in this tiny village about
30 kilometers from Vienna. From 1983 to
the present, Roedelius has spent the years
happily weaving delicate tunes around
acoustic instruments spiced with
electronic sounds. He describes his present
set-up:

"l have an 8-track Fostex. some
treating machines, and a DAT recorder to
master on. I use digital delay and
reverberation. As well as the grand piano,
I own a Kurzweil K-1000 sampling key-
board. I like this a 1ot because I don't
have to program sounds myself. I just
push buttons, which is what I've always
done with synthesizers and things. It
takes too much time'for me to learn about
sound assembly on synthesizers and
complex electronic paths to artificial
sounds. I just use things that are simple
and bring in other musicians to add parts.
Because there's plenty of room at the
studio, musicians can stay and get really
involved in a recording if they like."

The work that Roedelius has produced
there is some of the best of his career. On
the 1984 LP Gift ot- the Moment (Editions
EG), the music swayed from pastoral bliss
to blithe. tinkling piano. sonorous strings
to subtle acoustic guitar/ Korg Poly 6l
keyboard ambiences. Like the Whispering
of the Wind (Cicada, 1986) went back ro
simple minimalist keyboard sketches
simliar to those of Harold Budd. His lirst
Virgin Venture release, Momenti Felici
(1987), mixes dancing, repetitive key-
boardpatterns with the sweet saxophone
sound of Alex Czjzek, a noted Austrian
player.

Momenti Felici is a sublime collection
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of tranquil dance pieces. While its second
side shows Roedelius at a melancholic
peak of frosty composition (somewhat
akin to the Nordic jazz of Jan Garbarek),
his most recent recording Forfress of Love
(Venture, 1989) is rock'n'roll by
comparison. Featuring nine other
musicians, electric guitars, electric basses,
horns, and loud synthesizers, the album is

a breakthrough in that Roedelius includes
spoken poetry pieces within the normal
hallowed instrumental fabric. The record's
strongest aspects are robust ambient
tracks which spread over the morning
mist-like soundspace. Among such jaunty
numbers as "Happy Birthday," "Ciao
Maurice," and "Lokomotion" are beauti-
ful constructions like "An Einer Quelle"
(an homage to the work of fellow German
Florian Fricke and his group Popol Vuh)
and "Harmonia." In fact the latter two.
plus the opening track "Happy Birthday,"
were recorded during 1985 in London for
inclusion on an Eno-organized LP that
never happened.

"I felt like a change, you know," he
says. "Lots of different moods and other
musicians were involved. The writing of
words has been developing like poetry or
recitation to music since now I'm a bit
tired of just instrumental music. I met
Edgar Froese recently at his new studio in
Vienna and I lelt his new music was too
cold, without life, without craft. Music
should always live and be loved for itself,
not for just the machines or the money
that can be earned from it."

ith around 35 albums to his
credit, Hans-Joachim
Roedelius counts as one of the
few pioneering German
electronic musicians not to have
churned out bland wallpaper

music in recent times. Rather than bludg-
eon the listener with a barrage of
synl het ic dood les. h is music com prises
ornate keyboard motifs couched in rich
frameworks of strings, guitars and horns.
An occasional sitar and accordion may be
added for decoration. but the music's root
is a piano style steeped in a mixture of
German cabaret music of the 1930s and
the work of French impressionists
Debussy and Satie.

Interestingly, he has adamantly kept
away from the computer music fever
which.struck Austria in recent years with
Hubert Bognermayr's industrious com-
puter/ acoustic music label Erdenklang.
"I'm staying away from that for several
reasons," he explains. "I wouldn't have
time to get into the language, it's much
too complicated. I don't want to waste
time dabbling with computers when I can
be quite happy playing the piano. Also
when I'm giving concerts it's much sim-
pler for me to use the piano. I really don't
like Bognermayr's music, even though it's
a nice idea and heavily influenced by the
composer Bruckner."

Roedelius' working methods are less

methodical, more organic and emotional
than Bognermayr's, or for that matter
many of today's "new age" practitioners.
"My music is very keyboard-oriented. I
just put it down on tape as the ideas come
to me. lhen I look lor a wa5 to arrange ir
and also to adapt it for guitars and
saxophones. I do quite a lot of mixing on
the desk before I feel it's anywhere near
composed. That's how I do it. Still, I don't
write anything down on paper in the strict
sense of classical notation."

Sitting in Venture's West London
office. Roedelius shows me a list of
recordings that are yet to be released.
One, titled Gras lm Asphalt, features
Polish rock musicians and contains some
blisteringly original integrations of rock

and ambient music. Still, Roedelius has
great respect lor the classitists. e\en
though he is convinced that an intellectual
approach to music is simply not enough.

"l'm an emotional and instinctire
player. I don't require a lot of equipment
because I've got no fascination with
technique. I wait lor the right time to
create, which is usually at night, and set
to work on the Bosendorfer or the
Kurzweil. Later, when I've got something
going, I add little parts with an acoustic
guitar or a zither. Simplicity is the key for
me. I've got a work exposition in Vienna
coming up and for that I'll perform, with
the help of 9 to l5 musicians, excerpts
lrom my records on just acoustic
instruments. That seems best to me now."1

GHRETOF
1AUER (CMP 39)
Cadence describes this hard-
blowing German tenor player
as"..7atough,rolling
linear powerhouse whose
tradition-oriented back-
ground is outward bound."
This recording record debut
features pianist Joachim
Ktihn, drummer Peter
Erskine and bassist Palle
Danielson.

Available on all formats.

CMP RECORDS

Write for a free catalog:
CMP Records,
155 W. 72nd St #704
NY NY 10023
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